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Quiz 27
Truth or BS

1. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

2. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

3. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

4. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

5. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

6. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

7. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

8. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

9. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

10. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

11. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

12. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

13. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

14. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

15. Truth ☐ or BS ☐

1. Before 1924, selling heroin over the counter was legal in the US

2. Unilever, in the mid-1990s, launched Persil Power, a laundry detergent so powerful that it destroyed 
clothes

3. Orangutans love to eat soap

4. Following an increase in monsoons causing floods in an Indian province, two frogs married in a 
ritual to bring rain were later divorced to contain the further fury of nature

5. In 1982, Prince William was the first direct royal heir to the British throne to be born in a hospital

6. The Moko Moko Mokolet is a quirky Japanese candy. You pour a 'special' powder into cute mini 
toilets, add water and drink it with a straw

7. Scientists have discovered hyperaccumulators, also called 'metal trees', that naturally absorb and 
thrive on metallic elements like nickel, zinc cobalt, and gold in the soil

8. Honeybees can be trained to find land mines by associating the smell of sugar with explosives

9. Jack the Baboon worked as a signalman in the South African railroad for 9 years in the 1880's - he 
never made a mistake and was paid twenty cents a day, and half a bottle of beer each week

10. Finland hosts an annual heavy metal knitting contest

11. Between 1978 and 1980, Frenchman Michel Lotito ate a whole Cessna 150 light aircraft

12. The long jump for horses was once an Olympic Sport

13. Mary, Queen of Scots, was accused of murdering her husband in 1568 based partly on the fact that 
she opted to play golf rather than mourn her dead husband, Lord Darnley

14. There are craters on Mars called Bristol, Corby, Crewe, Tooting, and Woking

15. In 2010, the British Army parachuted spy dogs into Afghanistan to flush out insurgents
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Quiz 27
Truth or BS
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6. True
7. True
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12. True
13. True
14. True
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